The biological mechanisms of human social behavior are complex. Animal models may facilitate the understanding of these mechanisms and may help one to develop treatment strategies for abnormal human social behavior, a core symptom in numerous clinical conditions. The zebrafish is perhaps the most social vertebrate among commonly used laboratory species. Given its practical features and the numerous genetic tools developed for it, it should be a promising tool. Zebrafish shoal, i.e. from a tight multimember groups, but the ontogenesis of this behavior has not been described. Analyzing the development of shoaling is a step towards discovering the mechanisms of this behavior. Here we study age-dependent changes of shoaling in zebrafish from day 7 post fertilization to over 5 months of age by measuring the distance between all pairs of fish in freely swimming groups of ten subjects. Our longitudinal (repeated measure within subject) and cross sectional (non-repeated measure between subject) analyses both demonstrated a significant increase of shoaling with age (decreased distance between shoal members). Given the sophisticated genetic and developmental biology methods already available for zebrafish, we argue that our behavioral results open a new avenue towards the understanding of the development of vertebrate social behavior and of its mechanisms and abnormalities.
Introduction
The zebrafish has been enjoying much popularity in embryology for the past three decades (for examples see Schweitzer and Driever, 2009; Holder and Xu, 2008) thanks to this species' transparent embryo and its numerous other practical features that make it an ideal laboratory model organism (e.g. Lin et al., 2009) . Indeed, the zebrafish has been employed as a model for a variety of human diseases including cancer (Stoletov and Klemke, 2008) , movement (Flinn et al., 2008) and sleep disorders (Zimmerman et al., 2008) among other conditions (for a review see Lieschke and Currie, 2007) .
As increasing number of genetic tools has become available for zebrafish (Patton and Zon, 2001; Keller and Murtha, 2004 ) the popularity of this species has grown in a variety of disciplines including behavioral neuroscience (Sison et al., 2006) . However, unlike the body of knowledge available on embryonic development and genetics of zebrafish, the behavior of this species is still poorly characterized (Kato et al., 2004) . This is a crucial drawback because behavioral analysis has the potential to reveal a variety of functional changes in the brain and has been argued to be an important screening method in forward genetics as well as pharmacology (Gerlai, 2002) . Nevertheless, most recently numerous studies have appeared that demonstrated the utility of zebrafish behavioral analysis in the investigation of vertebrate brain function (Gerlai, 2010; Egan et al., 2009 ). Some of these recent papers utilized the analysis of zebrafish's social behavior (Gerlai et al., 2009; Miller and Gerlai, 2007, 2008; Saverino and Gerlai, 2008; Speedie and Gerlai, 2008) .
Social behavior is a complex phenomenon whose biological mechanisms and development are not well understood in vertebrates. Abnormal social behavior is a defining characteristic of a variety of human psychiatric and neurodevelopmental conditions including depression (Bell-Dolan et al., 1993) , anxiety disorders (Liebowitz et al., 1985) , and the autism spectrum disorders (Reichow and Volkmar, 2010) . The underlying mechanisms of the abnormal social behavior associated with these diseases are not well understood (Bartz and Hollander, 2006) . Given the similarities between zebrafish and other vertebrates, including humans, in the layout of the brain (Tropepe and Sive, 2003) , in the neurochemical properties of the brain (Zhdanova, 2006) , and in characteristics of many other levels of biological organization (Egan et al., 2009) , including nucleotide
